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Fairmined Gold gains new ground in the US
In the Peruvian desert many hours from the capital Lima, lies a small gold mining town by the name of Relave.
In Relave families have depended on artisanal and small-scale mining since the 1980’s when economic
hardship and conflict drove numerous families to settle as informal miners. Starting out without basic
infrastructure, they worked the tailings left by previous large-scale international mining operations and
managed to transform their challenging situation over the years. Relave is now a 4,000-person town and an
international exporter of ethical gold and silver. These achievements are mainly the fruit of the hard work,
vision and commitment to responsible mining of the AURELSA Company that in 2012 obtained Fairmined
Certification. As a Fairmined certified organization AURELSA has been able to export at a fair price and make
important improvements to their mining organization and in the community.
Now thanks to Virginia based eco-friendly refiner Hoover and Strong, supporting responsible miners in
AURELSA has never been easier. Led by the demand and commitment of Ethical Metalsmiths member
jewelers, the company began applying its fully traceable refining and production to Fairmined Gold. Since
then interest in ethical gold has been rising steadily and Hoover and Strong now offers a stock of Fairmined
Gold and silver available for ordering by anyone interested in supporting responsible artisanal and smallscale miners.
“We are proud to play an integral part in the Fairmined initiative. With the support of Ethical Metalsmiths
and participating jewelers, certified mining communities like AURELSA will be able to improve the lives of their
communities significantly due to the generation of more wealth and improved working conditions.” said Torry
Hoover, President of Hoover & Strong.
Fairmined certifies gold from empowered responsible artisanal and small-scale mining organizations who
meet world-leading standards for responsible practices. It was created by the Alliance for Responsible Mining
(ARM), a non-profit organization globally recognized as a leader and pioneer of responsible artisanal and
small-scale mining. Fairmined is backed by a rigorous 3rd party certification and audit system that ensures
that small artisanal mining organizations comply with the Fairmined Standard and obtain access to fair
markets.
“The goal for responsible sourcing isn’t just to offer materials that lessen the negative impact of our industry,
but instead to create alternatives that can provide a positive impact in the communities and environments
where these resources are extracted. Fairmined Gold is a material with a story we want to share.” Said
Ethical Metalsmiths member and Fairmined Licensee, Anna Bario of Bario-Neal
Fairmined Gold means assurance for miners, the industry and consumers. The gold can be traced from mine
to market. By buying Fairmined Gold businesses and individuals contribute to positive change through social
development and environmental management in mining communities like AURELSA, giving everyone a
source of gold to be proud of.
As a testimony to the increased demand for ethical gold the past years, the Fairmined Initiative has
experienced significant success. Not only did the export of Fairmined Gold from certified organizations grow
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500% in 2014, Fairmined Gold was also showcased at important events such as the Golden Globes and the
Venice Film festival. In 2014 for the first time ever Fairmined Gold was used by the Swiss luxury watch and
jewellery manufacturer Chopard to create the Palme D’Or for the Cannes film festival and the first watch
made from certified gold from artisanal mining. Also the Central Bank of Luxembourg showed its recognition
of the initiative when the world’s first ethical commemorative coin was launched with the presence of
AURELSA Manager Rosa Reyes.
"Thanks to our recent updates to the Fairmined model businesses of all shapes and sizes can now support
certified Fairmined mines. We are thrilled by the commitment which Hoover and Strong has made which
clearly shows their leadership in the US jewelry and refining industry” said Kenneth Porter, Fairmined Business
developer in the Alliance for Responsible Mining.
Hoover and Strong offers Fairmined casting grain, sheet and round wire in 14K Yellow, 18K Royal, 24K
Yellow, Sterling Silver and Fine Silver. Additional Fairmined products may be offered based on customer
needs. For more information or to place an order at Hoover and Strong, please visit
www.hooverandstrong.com.
For more information on Fairmined go to www.fairmined.org or send an email to info@fairmined.org

###
For more information, Interviews and photos please contact:
Siri Teilmann-Ibsen, Communications Coordinator at the Alliance for Responsible Mining
siriteilmann@responsiblemines.org, +574 332 4711.

Christin Mills, Marketing Manager at Hoover & Strong
christin@hooverandstrong.com, 804-794-3700, ext. 172

About the Alliance for Responsible Mining (ARM)
The Alliance for Responsible Mining (ARM) is an independent, global-scale, pioneering initiative established
in 2004 to enhance equity and wellbeing in Artisanal and Small-scale Mining (ASM) communities. ARM is
committed to social justice and environmental responsibility as the values driving the transformation of ASM.
ARM's mission is to set standards for responsible ASM and to support and enable producers to deliver
Fairmined certified metals and minerals through economically just supply chains to the markets, in order to
contribute towards the transformation of ASM into a socially and environmentally responsible activity, and
to the improvement of· the quality of life of marginalized artisanal miners, their families and communities.
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Fairmined is an assurance label that certifies gold from empowered responsible mining communities. It is
backed by a rigorous 3rd party certification and audit system that ensures that small entrepreneurial mining
communities meet world-leading standards for responsible practices. Fairmined transforms mining into an
active force for good, ensuring social development and environmental protection providing everyone with a
source of gold they can be proud of.
There are currently 4 Fairmined certified Mining organizations in Colombia, Peru and Mongolia and 25
organizations working towards Fairmined Certification with ARM in Colombia, Bolivia, Peru, Senegal and
Burkina Faso.

About Hoover & Strong
Hoover & Strong is the leading precious metals manufacturer of environmentally and socially responsible
jewelry products. Their Harmony line of 100% recycled precious metals, introduced to the jewelry industry
in 2008, includes over 30,000 recycled gold, silver, platinum and palladium jewelry products, all made in the
USA. In 2009, Hoover & Strong was the first manufacturer to be independently third-party certified by SCS
for the recycled content of all Harmony products which includes mill products, findings, mountings, semimounts and finished jewelry. Additionally, Hoover & Strong offers contract casting, diamond setting,
assembly, finishing and eco-friendly refining services.
Hoover & Strong operates the greenest refinery in the world. 80% less chemical usage, zero waste-water
discharge and the utilization of highly efficient air scrubbing systems have contributed to a second SCS
certification. In 2012, SCS certified Hoover & Strong as a responsible source refiner.
Hoover & Strong continues to be the eco-friendly precious metal leader by being the first U.S. manufacturer
to offer Fairmined metal throughout America.
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